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Hatchling 

  

Ghastly Snake Lair 

At the edge of the Argus Mountains, you have found a cave emanating 
a ghastly aura. The chilling aura you can feel from the cold blood 
flowing through these reptiles and an eerie smell permeates the entire 
cave. The noise of dogs barking can be heard from the depths of the 
cave, and slithering sounds are flowing from the small holes drilled 
everywhere. 

There is no way to guess how many Gnolls and Snakes are inhabiting 
the cave. If you are someone with the wisdom to avoid danger, you will 
never enter this cave. 
  
  

You have discovered an undiscovered dungeon. Because this is a newly 
found discovery, if you register your discovery in the Hall of Fame, you 
can gain an additional 700 experience and 50 Fame.  

Would you like to register it? 
  
  

- Critical strike! Backstab effect has increased damage by 200%. The 
Gnoll will be stunned for 10 seconds. 
  
  



- Critical Strike! 
  
  

Dual-Blade Combat (Intermediate, Passive 163/300): As the 
understanding of the technique increases, speed and accuracy will also 
rise. Grants additional damage to all types of swords and knuckle-
related weapons, and dramatically increases evasion and critical hit 
rate. 

General attack power is increased by 30%. When a shield is equipped, 
Dual-Blade Combat’s effect disappears. 

  

  

- The boss monster Kundalini has appeared! 
  
  

- You looked into Kundalini’s eyes, inducing the complete effect of 
Forestallment. If you are inflicted with Forestallment, you will always 
be denied First Strike. Until you are attacked, the effect will not 
disappear. 
  
  

- You do not have enough Mana! 
  
  



Due to Cat Knight's ability, falling damage has been reduced by 50 
percent. Effect of Flexibility while rolling has also reduced falling 
damage by 30 percent. 
  
  

Through double critical chance, you have landed two critical hits. As a 
co-op bonus, 30 percent of damage is added. 
  
  

You have defeated the boss monster Kundalini. 
  
  

Your level has increased. 

You have gained 2 levels, so your current level is now 48. 
  
  

Lancel’s Sword (Cursed) 

This is the sword used by Lancel, the leader of Lancel Village. It’s a 
sword that gives off such a gloomy feeling that you can’t believe that it 
was a sword used by a normal mercenary. 

Additionally, the sword became strongly cursed after being wedged in 
Kundalini’s forehead and saturated by poison for a long time. 

Until the curse is lifted, you cannot check its stats. 
  
  



Lancel's Remains 

The remains of the Lancel Village leader, Lancel. 
  
  

You have discovered an ancient artifact, the Altar of Incubation. 

Through Knowledge of Ancient Artifacts, you have discovered hidden 
information about the Altar of Incubation. Located in the dreary cave 
in which the giant monster Kundalini lurked, the Altar of Incubation is 
one of the ancient artifacts. Since ancient times, the Altar of 
Incubation has garnered curiosity from many scholars  

The Altar of Incubation has the ability to quickly hatch eggs of all 
kinds. It’s certain that the huge monster Kundalini used this Altar of 
Incubation to propagate the thousands of snakes that lived in the cave. 

By gaining information about the ancient artifact Altar of Incubation, 
you have acquired bonuses. 

Knowledge of Ancient Relics +10, Intelligence +5, Luck +3, and 30 
Fame. 
  
  

Survival Cooking has been completed. However, Netherworld’s Egg 
has absorbed all of it. You have not determined what effect the food 
has. 

A reaction from the Netherworld’s Egg has been detected. 



* Through the effect of the Altar of Incubation, Netherworld’s Egg’s 
growth rate has increased by 500%. 
  
  

Your level of Survival Cooking has risen through much experience. 

Survival Cooking (Intermediate, Passive): You can mix spices to 
ingredients and raise the success rate. 

Food with added spices will have stronger effects. The duration of 
effects of the food will also be doubled. However, please note that not 
only good effects will be stronger. It will require more courage to test 
out the effects of the food. 
  
  

Netherworld’s Egg has ingested sufficient nutrition and has hatched! 
  
  

Alamone Larvae 

It is a mysterious snake living in the Netherworld, an Alamone’s 
offspring. 

An Alamone is a mysterious snake with the habit of placing all the 
items it sees into its stomach. Because they do not digest the 
swallowed items, those who desire the items have indiscriminately 
captured them, so now they have become extinct. Therefore, there are 
not many who know of them. 



They are obedient and highly affectionate. Also, an Alamone 
recognizes the first existence it sees after hatching from its egg as its 
parent. The first existence the Alamone saw after hatching was you. 

Now the Alamone will think of you as its parent, and it will become a 
loyal Familiar that will never betray its master no matter the situation. 
In addition, because it is tied to you by familial love, it will not 
consume Mana even if a battle breaks out. 

Race: Creature of the Netherworld 

Class: —  

Loyalty: —  

Agility: —  

Wisdom: —  

Luck: — 

* It can store the same number of items as the summoner with no 
weight limit. 
  
  

  

Quest has been updated. 

Pioneer Village Lancel’s Misfortune = Find New Settlers! 



Lancel’s general store owner, Galen, wants to continue Lancel’s wish 
and rebuild the village. 

What Lancel Village needs most right now are residents. Many people 
must gather and the laughter of children must fill the air for Lancel to 
be reborn as a true village. 

Galen has requested that you find residents for Lancel, like the 
pioneers who shared Lancel’s goal in the past and even people who 
have nowhere else to go. Galen has accepted Lancel’s wish to become 
helpful in the world and has promised to openly accept all residents. If 
you guide them to this place, Lancel Village will definitely become the 
village that Lancel desired. 

Finding new settlers: achieved 0% 

Difficulty: C 
  
 

To fight in the dark. It was one of the Dark Walker's basic tactics. 
 


